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Editorial....

Amy Saunders
Editor

Communication is key...

We hear it time and time again in various technology adverts pretending to be friendly and acting in our interests rather than
trying to flog us something, but it really is good to talk. Never before in modern history has this been more apparent than
during the last 16 months.
In what is surely set to become known as the beginning of the ‘Pandemic Era’ (an era is defined as a significant period of
time according to one memorable episode of ‘Friends’ – the first global pandemic in
modern history must surely count as an era), communication has never been more
important. Enabling all sorts of fantastic capabilities, including allowing loved ones to
“Never before in modern
stay close while forbidden to do so physically, the continuation of vital and routine
history has this been more
healthcare via phone or video call, digital learning, remote working, online shopping,
apparent
than during the last
communications technology has really proven itself a vital component of modern life.
It seems timely then that we’re now writing the annual Communications Special
16 months.”
Issue of Satellite Evolution Asia, historically aligned with the CommunicAsia/
ConnecTechAsia event which has of course been inevitably moved to a hybrid event as
COVID-19 rages on. Satellite plays such a huge role the world over when it comes to delivering reliable, secure, ubiquitous
communications on land, in the air, and at sea, and has played a key role in the pandemic response, helping authorities
coordinate relief efforts, vaccination programmes, and the continuation of vital services.
In this Communications Special Issue, we’ve interviewed Éric Hardouin on behalf of the NGMN to learn about the future
of the 6G ecosystem. We’ve also spoken with Ken Grelck from Capagemini about the developing satellite communications
sector at large. ViaLite’s Richard Jacklin has weighed in with a very timely article on the LEO ‘Last Mile,’ while Tom Farmer
from Paradigm Communications opines on the simplification of satcoms as a key driver for innovation. Cobham SATCOM’s
Jens Ewerling focuses on today’s challenges for communications at sea, while Gunjan Sharma from Volterra Fietta outlines
his expectations of a rise in disputes over spectrum. Meanwhile, we’ve rounded out this Communications Special with a
focus on next generation antenna developments and the evolution of high throughput satellites.
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....News Review

Optus advances 5G leadership, launching 1st of 6 5G
mmWave commercial sites in Australia
Optus has switched on its first six 5G mmWave commercial
sites in Sydney, Melbourne, and Brisbane, just as the carrier
reaches 1 million 5G capable devices on its network.
Optus’ mmWave sites are equipped with 800Mhz
spectrum bandwidth, tapping into the ‘golden Ghz’ acquired
during last month’s 5G spectrum auction. For Optus
customers this means that once mmWave commercial
devices are available they will benefit from the ultra-high
capacity and speeds enabled by mmWave. It’s this capacity
and speed that will be the catalyst for a wave of new use
cases that will change the way consumers engage with tech
and businesses and how government operate - from
downloading ultra high-definition videos in the blink of an
eye, to precision industrial automation, driverless cars, and
smart cities.
The new mmWave sites include; four Sydney based
locations, Kings Cross, Surry Hills, North Ryde, and Optus
Sydney Campus, as well as Huntingdale in Melbourne and
Strathpine in Brisbane, with more to come over the coming
weeks.
‘What a fantastic day for Optus 5G as we mark not one,
but two milestones on our world class network. The demand
from our customers for 5G capable devices has surged in
recent months, with eight out of 10 handsets that we sell
today now 5G enabled. One million 5G devices is just the
beginning for us and as we grow our 5G network and launch
new capabilities we expect our 5G customer base to grow in
parallel,” said Matt Williams, Managing Director Marketing
and Revenue Optus.
“Customers want and expect the latest tech when it comes
to their network and at Optus we are committed to delivering
this, which is why today we have also switched on our first
six mmWave sites.”
Lambo Kanagaratnam, Managing Director Network Optus
said, “We’ve been testing mmWave for many months,
harnessing and pushing its capabilities so that once
6
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commercial devices enter the market our customers will truly
be able to benefit from the capacity and speeds that this
incredible technology delivers. In fact, mmWave is set to blow
current mobile and home internet speeds out of the water,
with the potential for multi-gigabit speeds which is much faster
than what Australians are used to getting today.”
mmWave technology offers ultra-high capacity, which is
expected to be a gamechanger for high simultaneous data
consumption locations like sports stadiums and special event
locations such as Sydney Harbour during the New Year’s Eve
fireworks. mmWave will also pave the way for a host of new
solutions across enterprise and government, with its blazing
fast gigabit speeds and high-volume capacity expected to
drive change in the way companies automate and innovate
within their business.
Optus currently has more than 1200 5G sites, including
six mmWave enabled sites.

WORK Microwave wins significant contract with major
APAC DTH and satellite distribution operator
WORK Microwave, a leading European manufacturer of
advanced satellite communications equipment, has
announced that a leading APAC broadcast satellite owner
and operator has deployed a comprehensive digital satcom
offering from WORK Microwave comprising approximately
200 DVB-S2X modulators and redundancy switch units. The
operator is using WORK Microwave’s AT-61 satellite
modulators and RSCC-T 1:1 redundancy switches to
distribute satellite TV services with high signal quality and
unparalleled reliability for its customers.
The key objective of the project was to future-proof the
operator’s infrastructure. The operator needed a flexible,
reliable solution for its IP-based distribution network. WORK
Microwave’s AT-61 satellite modulator now enables the
customer to adapt to the industry transformations that are
happening and provide streaming services with the utmost
reliability and quality.
In the future, the operator has the ability to offer IPTV
www.satellite-evolution.com | May/June 2021
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and IP data services, as the AT-61 modulator supports these
features.
The AT-61 satellite modulator is based on a powerful
architecture that supports the DVB-S2X standard, providing
the APAC operator with a future-proof solution with lifetime
support. Through an all-IP structure, the platform supports
both native network operation as well as data streaming over
IP, offering higher modulation schemes up to 256APSK, a
finer granularity of ModCods, and advanced filtering. Based
on a flexible software platform, the AT-61 modulator allows
direct real-time monitoring and can quickly be adapted to
any changing requirements.
WORK Microwave’s RSCC-T switch provides 1:1
redundancy for the IP modulator, ensuring that the operator’s
video distribution operations go on uninterrupted.
“We’re excited to support one of the world’s leading
satellite operators and a longtime customer of ours with the
renewal of its broadcast modulator fleet,”
said Joerg Rockstroh, director, business
development and digital products at WORK
Microwave. “With our AT-61 modulators, the
operator can continue its legacy of providing

premium video satellite services.”

firm’s 30-year history of providing the highest levels of quality
commercial space consulting, training, and competitive
intelligence.”
“We’re excited to be opening an ‘Aussie’ presence, joining
the exciting and growing space ecosystem here to advise
new and existing clients on global and regional space sector
trends,” said Euroconsult global CEO Pacôme Revillon. “We
especially look forwards to playing a key role in helping
Australian suppliers join other space supply-chains around
the world, unlocking new opportunities to achieve Australia’s
ambitious national 2030 space growth targets, to triple in
revenues and create 20,000 new high-tech jobs,” he added.
“Establishing our long-term presence in the country is
fully aligned with the strategic global development
implemented by Euroconsult over the last 15 years that led
to the creation of our local offices in Canada, the US and

Euroconsult opens Australian office to
help grow local space industry
Euroconsult is opening a representative
office in Australia to ser ve local and
international clients in the fast-growing
Australian space sector, further expanding
its global market reach.
As part of recent work carried out on the
Australian space market, including an
assessment for Austrade on the
development of potential Australian launch
capabilities, Euroconsult had the opportunity
to witness the dynamism and energy of
Australia’s space sector first-hand. This
vitality has been catalysed by a renewed
vision for the countr y to play a more
substantial role in global space, resulting in
a flourishing local space industry and an
ambitious national space strategy.
Euroconsult is now committing to join the
Australian space ecosystem to support
government and private sector decision
makers in their strategic development of
national capability.
Euroconsult has appointed Dr Tim
Parsons, a leader within the Australian
space community, to act as local
representative director. “Attracting a bluechip space intelligence group like
Euroconsult to join Australia’s space
ecosystem is a big vote of confidence in our
collective efforts to build a world-class space
sector,” said new Euroconsult Australia
representative director Dr Tim Parsons, who
is also Chair of the peak national industry
body the Space Industry Association of
Australia. “I’m incredibly humbled and proud
to represent Euroconsult in this market, and
look forwards to helping local, regional and
international clients make the most of the
www.satellite-evolution.com | May/June 2021
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Dr Tim Parsons

Japan.” commented Euroconsult global COO Steve
Bochinger. “Tim has been a leading advocate for Australia to
leverage its geopolitical position and technical capability to
grow an advanced space industry, and we’re very excited
that he’s representing us in Australia.”

Comtech Telecommunications Corp. awarded $1.0M
follow-on contract for Ka-band airborne SSPA/BUC
Comtech Telecommunications announced that during its third
quarter of fiscal 2021, its Santa Clara, California-based
subsidiary, Comtech Xicom Technology, Inc., was awarded a
follow-on order valued at more than $1.0 million for its Falcon
50Ka Solid-State Power Amplifiers (SSPAs) for an In-Flight
Connectivity (IFC) application. These amplifiers feature a triband Block Upconverter (BUC) and are packaged in ARINC
791 compliant housings.
“IFC applications using our Falcon Ka-band GaN
amplifiers enable travellers to simulate an in-home experience
to stay informed, entertained and connected as they travel.
In-flight bandwidth requirements keep rising as passengers
become accustomed to high bandwidth applications and
entertainment wherever they go,” said Fred Kornberg,
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of
Comtech Telecommunications Cor p. “Comtech sees
significant opportunity in this growing market and offers a
portfolio of GaN-based products at Ku-band and Ka-band
for IFC applications to keep people connected.”
Comtech Xicom’s Falcon encompasses Ku and Ka
frequency bands and offers high linear power with excellent
gain flatness and phase noise performance to support the
latest waveform technologies and networks. The Ka-band
Falcon implements multi-sub-band switching, gain
adjustment, gain equalization, power consumption control,
and cooperative system calibration suppor t such as
OpenBMIP.
8
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Ksenia Drozdova is elected new Director General of
Intersputnik IOSC
Ksenia Drozdova, Deputy Director General for Business
Development of Russian Satellite Communications Company
(RSCC), was elected Director General of the Intersputnik
International Organization of Space Communications (IOSC).
The decision was passed at the joint 49th session of the
Board and 23rd session of the Operations Committee of the
Intersputnik Inter national Organization of Space
Communications (Intersputnik IOSC), held from April 5 to
May 14, 2021 in a remote format.
Ksenia Drozdova was nominated to the post of Director
General by the Ministr y of Digital Development,
Communications and Mass Media of the Russian Federation
(Ministry). In this respect, the Ministry expressed confidence
that Ksenia Drozdova being elected the Director General of
Intersputnik would ensure stable operation and further
development of the organization. Sixteen organizations acting
as the members of the Board of Intersputnik IOSC and on
behalf of the Members, and 19 organizations members of
the Operations Committee took part in the voting for the
Director General.
As Director General of the international organization,
Ksenia Drozdova will head the Directorate – the permanent
executive and administrative body of Intersputnik – and will
be engaged in the further development of the organization.
Intersputnik IOSC will continue the policy of strengthening
ties and coordinating interaction both within the system of
inter national organizations and with regional
telecommunication organizations. Intersputnik also plans to
actively develop its own space fleet, including in the virtual
network operator (VNO) model.
“Our priority is to provide people of the Intersputnik
member states with convenient access to all satellite-based
services: from B2B solutions to end user communication
options,” said Ksenia Drozdova. “The members of our
organization have satellite fleets in different orbits – low,
medium, geostationary – and the service areas of their
spacecraft cover the entire globe. I believe that Intersputnik
will use all advanced capabilities of the constellations in any
type of orbit to provide the most modern services and
eliminate the digital divide around the world.”
From 2008, Ksenia Drozdova had been in charge of
business development at Russian satellite operator RSCC.
She had initiated and managed a number of projects to
promote Russian satellite constellation-based communication

services to foreign markets.
IEC and Inmarsat satellite communications provide vital
support to aid workers’ mental health
Enhanced satellite connectivity will help improve the mental
well-being of aid-agency workers in the field by boosting
communications in remote locations, assisting teamwork, and
providing an accessible support network, according to
satellite communications specialists IEC Telecom and
Inmarsat, the world leader in global, mobile satellite
communications.
A high proportion of aid workers report that they have
experienced mental health issues in the workplace. According
to a mental health and wellbeing survey* of the Global
Development Professional Network, 79 percent of
respondents stated they had experienced mental health
issues with the overwhelming majority, 93 percent, believing
this was related to their work in the aid industry.
www.satellite-evolution.com | May/June 2021
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The effect of the Covid-19 pandemic expedited the spread
of digitalization across many industries and the humanitarian
sector was among the first to acknowledge the need for
change. With travel restrictions and local lockdowns, isolated
teams in remote areas rely extensively on the resources of
their headquarters and communication has become even
more essential. Satellite connectivity’s role is now central to
the continuity of operations undertaken by remote missions,
particularly for mobile units in areas with limited or no reliable
mobile phone (GSM) coverage. As a result, demand for robust
satellite communications solutions has increased
exponentially, especially among medical missions and teams
supporting isolated communities.
Addressing the World Humanitarian Forum’s hybrid event
in London on 19 May 2021, Nabil Ben Soussia, CEO Asia,
Middle East & CIS at IEC Telecom Group, and Steven
Tompkins, Director, Market Development, Inmarsat
Enterprise, explained how the development of satellite
technology is making it easier to communicate with aid
workers in the field and to provide support networks and
assistance to them.
Mr Ben Soussia said: “When you are working in a
challenging role like humanitarian aid it is important to not
feel excluded, either corporately or physically. Satellite
connectivity can provide a support network to ensure you
are able to work alongside colleagues elsewhere and share
the burden of work.
“With the advancements in telecommunications it is now
possible to carr y out real-time conversations via
videoconferencing, to have telemedicine consultations when
and where they are needed, and to reliably transfer large
amounts of data instantly. This means remote workers can
be better supported without busting budgets. We’ve already

seen this happening in the oil and gas offshore sector, and
we see real benefits for the humanitarian sector too,” Soussia
explained.
Establishing communications in the field is a key priority
in the initial phases of any humanitarian crisis. With every
second counting, fly-away solutions like Inmarsat LX VSAT
terminal can be set up onsite quickly and easily without the
need for an engineer, thereby enabling immediate
connectivity to data, video, and voice services over satellite.
Reliable back-up can be provided by its BGAN service while
connecting IEC Telecom’s revolutionary OneGate system
gives access to essential connectivity tools and added value
applications like OneAssist (handsfree headset for remote
maintenance), OneHealth (telemedicine) and OneMonitor
(remote surveillance). With its virtual dashboard OneGate
allows specialist access remotely, meaning the system can
be set-up, adapted, updated, and monitored from afar. This
gives a great deal more flexibility and future-proofing to the
communication network and the services which can be
accessed via satellite connectivity.
In the field what is needed is proven, reliable and alwayson connectivity, as provided by Inmarsat’s Broadband Global
Area Network (BGAN) service. Delivered by its resilient and
reliable L-band satellite network, BGAN is the industry
standard for mobile satellite connectivity, trusted by
governments and businesses across the world to deliver 99.9
percent satellite and ground network availability when its most
needed. With the help of satellite communications systems,
aid agencies can set up temporary offices using semi-fixed
modems, access corporate applications, manage logistics,
and rely on a wide variety of digitally extended services that
enable e-learning, remote maintenance, telemedicine, and

more.
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....Q&A Capgemini

What’s in store for the satcom
market?
Standing at the threshold of multiple emergent technologies and
industry trends, the satcom market possesses a big potential to
change heavily in the coming years. As the proverbial power
behind the throne for some of the world’s largest tech firms,
Capgemini Engineering and its subsidiaries are experts on the
world to come. Ken Grelck, Industry VP of Communications for
the Americas & APAC at Capgemini, explains what’s in store.
Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor,
Satellite Evolution Group
Question: Under the pandemic,
demand for connectivity and
communications has swelled. How
has the industry responded?
Ken Grelck: There’s more opportunity
than ever. One key driver is the Internet
of Things (IoT). There simply isn’t
enough connectivity to keep up with
demand. Terrestrial wireless services
such as cellular cover only about 10
percent of the globe. Many IoT
applications fall into that 90 percent gap,
such as refrigerated shipping
containers aboard cargo ships in the
middle of the ocean, smart agriculture
sensors in the middle of the prairie and

drones inspecting remote oil and gas
well heads. Satellites are the only viable
way to provide connectivity to IoT
devices that are installed or passing
through areas without terrestrial service.
Satellite operators recognize this
oppor tunity, which is why they’re
planning to launch thousands of
satellites over the next few years.
Question: What forces are driving
increased demand for satcom
services?
Ken Grelck: Many IoT applications are
latency tolerant. One example is
sensors that track electric usage,
natural gas output or soil moisture
levels. Typically, that data doesn’t need
to be uploaded in real-time. Once an

ABS/EUTELSAT - SpaceX's Falcon 9 rocket delivered to supersynchronous transfer
orbit. Photo courtesy SpaceX
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Ken Grelck, Industry VP of
Communications for the Americas &
APAC at Capgemini

hour, once a day or once a week is fine.
Another example is over-the-air (OTA)
software updates, which is the model
IoT device OEMs, and their customers
prefer.
Even if terrestrial wireless coverage
is available where those IoT devices are
deployed, satellite still can be a better
choice than chronically congested
cellular networks. In fact, this is just one
example of how satellite can
complement 4G and 5G cellular: By
offloading latency-tolerant traffic. It’s an
attractive low-cost option for
businesses. Furthermore, 80 percent of
the Earth’s surface is not even covered
by cellular; satellite constellations have
the potential to provide ubiquitous
global service.
Finally,
devices
requir ing
connectivity will far outpace the number
of people carrying handsets. By 2025,
according to Statista, there could be
over 38 billion IoT devices seeking
connectivity. The need will exceed the
capacity of wireless networks and is a
ripe opportunity for satcom operators.
Question: The LEO movement has
promised low latency and high
throughput. How realistically can we
expect that kind of sophistication on
a reliable, affordable basis?
Ken Grelck: Today, over 70 percent of
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....Q&A Capgemini
the satellites orbiting the Earth are LEO.
The basic technologies have been
proven and are constantly being
improved upon. Over the next few years,
thousands of next-generation LEO
satellites will be launched into space.
Of course, there will be challenges, but
the ability to maintain high-speed
communications between a LEO
satellite and the ground is proven.
Question: What challenges and
opportunities does this present to
satcom service providers?
Ken Grelck: More technologies —
including LEO/MEO and HAPS — give
satcom service providers more options
for meeting the unique latency,
throughput, coverage, and cost
requirements for each target market,
whether that’s IoT, rural residential
broadband or some other application.
This expands their target markets
beyond the traditional ones of backhaul
and wholesale.
But to capitalize on these new
opportunities, satcom providers also
must be flexible and willing to embrace
change. Instead of a few dozen
customers, as is the case in traditional
satcom markets, they’ll ser vice
thousands of businesses with an IoT
por tfolio. This will require a
transformation of their processes and
portfolio. Customer engagement will
need a comprehensive overhaul. All

elements of the engagement process
will change including sales, provisioning
and billing systems, service
management and service assurance
systems. Consider the changes a
company will need to put in place for its
customer service agents to manage
enterprise clients rather than cellular
backhaul.
Self-service and automation are
critical success factors for an operator
to scale and support millions of end
points. Automated provisioning is the
only way to accommodate large-scale
customer deployments in a timely, costeffective manner. Networks need to be
sensing and self-healing to deliver
service and customer satisfaction while
minimizing overhead costs associated
with overloaded customer service
centres.
Sure, this level of change is
challenging and even daunting. But the
revenue and profit payoff are worth it.
For example, automation can deliver
savings of up to 25 percent providing
another lever to compete profitably.
Question: What are the priority
actions that satcom providers should
consider creating to sustain a
competitive market advantage?
Ken Grelck: The service enablement
and assurance capabilities are musthaves and require new engineering,
operations, and business processes.

These requirements are why Capgemini
Engineering is spending a lot of time
helping satcom providers develop and
execute operation and business support
system transformation strategies. For
example, we can help them replace
their outdated OSS/BSS or use DevOps
to modernize service enablement and
assurance.
Migrating to a vir tualized
environment is also key. We help
satcom providers transition to softwaredefined networking and network
functions virtualization (SDN/NFV) with
a comprehensive suite of professional
services, from developing an initial
roadmap to deploying, integrating, and
migrating legacy services and testing.
An exper t par tner is critical for
navigating all of the technological
options and business considerations, so
the company’s virtualization transformation is fast, cost-effective, and
painless.
Developing and executing their
automation strategy is another key area
where we help clients. We recognized
this need years ago and acquired the
well-known design firm frog, which is a
leader in helping service providers
understand where, why and how to
implement artificial intelligence (AI),
which is the foundation of automation.
Question: How can satcom providers
chart their course and transform
their business?
Ken Grelck: Look for a partner with
these four critical attributes:

•

•

•

•

Starlink Mission from SpaceX. Photo courtesy SpaceX
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Extensive experience in both the
aerospace and communications
industries, including LEO, MEO and
GEO, and all major types of wireless
technologies, including cellular and
Wi-Fi. Their wireless experience
also should include network
integration and applications such as
IoT
A comprehensive suite of system
integration services that span the
satellite ecosystem architecture. In
other words, an end-to-end solution
A single point of ownership. Ensure
that they offer a comprehensive
portfolio so that satcom providers
can avoid the cost and complexity
of cobbling together different
solutions
Broad in-house expertise, with a
deep bench of staff engineers
dedicated to areas such as ASIC,
SoC, system design, software, and
hardware development
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O3b satellite prepared for launch. Photo courtesy Arianespace

....High Throughput Satellites

The connectivity craze
High throughput satellites (HTS) are a high-end technology providing top-notch broadband to
almost anywhere on the globe. They possess the potential to revolutionise our relationship with
the digital divide and bring demanding connected applications to the most remote locations. With
such lofty goals, progress has been understandably gradual, though the connectivity boom of
2020 has encouraged new progress.
Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor, Satellite Evolution Group
In late April, SES announced that it had confirmed with
key infrastructure firms its plans to break ground on its eight
initial O3b mPOWER satellite ground stations. Four of these
sites are to be co-located and operated with Microsoft Azure
data centres, allowing for hard-line connectivity to the cloud
from remote sites, optimizing performance.
The ground stations will use SES’ gateway management
system, which automates tasks and handovers and makes
use of proprietary sub-systems such as Adaptive Resource
Control (ARC) to coordinate efficiency and lowering running
costs. With the first three of the eleven O3b mPOWER
satellites scheduled for launch in 2021’s third quarter, SES’
competitive HTS system is set to begin commercial operation
in 2022.
This is just one of many promising signs for the business
of satellite connectivity. It has been theorised that the lead
over connectivity and broadband traditionally enjoyed by
terrestrial services is steadily waning, as the long-term
investments in satellite infrastructure and technology truly
bear fruit, leading to stronger business confidence.
The advantages borne from these technologies are truly
global, as orbital innovations so often are, speeding up
developing and developed nations, and unlocking
opportunities in undeveloped regions too. While many sectors
14
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have weathered the connectivity demand that came with
social distancing with pride, underserved and destabilized
regions suffering from a digital divide were less fortunate.
Unconnected people make for lost opportunities, preventing
hard-working individuals from being able to contribute.
Connecting the underserved world
In the case of Southeast Asia, statistics released by the
Indonesian Internet Provider’s Association (APJII) reveal that
Indonesian internet penetration reached 73.7 percent in 2020
as opposed to 64.8 percent in 2018, though these figures
aren’t as rosy as they appear. As with everywhere, gains
aren’t distributed evenly, concentrating in urban areas, leaving
remote islands and rural communities behind.
A report by Google, Temasek and Bain suggests the
Indonesian digital economy to triple by 2025. This
development cannot only be understood from the top down.
The continued prevalence of unsuitable and absent
connections strangle the market base and contribute to the
kind of urbanisation which the decarbonising world cannot
afford to encourage.
Satellite broadband is a strong answer to the digital divide
in regions like Indonesia, where traditional terrestrial networks
aren’t only challenging, but in some places logistically
impossible. The high-throughput payloads of LEO platforms
make for the most realistic solution through cost-saving form
www.satellite-evolution.com | May/June 2021
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....High Throughput Satellites

Jakarta skyline. Photo courtesy amadeustx/Shutterstock

factor innovation. Indonesia’s own Satria satellite, the BAKTI
project, and SES’ upcoming O3b mPOWER MEO
constellation all plan to address the region, tabling affordable
models at fibre-equivalent speeds.
Following HughesNet’s gains in Puer to Rico we
approached Ramesh Ramaswamy, Senior Vice President and
General Manager of Hughes’ International Division, to ask
about their perspective in the field of HTS adoption. “A
common philosophy with HTS is to blanket wide areas of the
world with capacity. That’s not Hughes strategy. Our focus
has evolved to better analyse and accommodate demand for
capacity, prioritizing density of demand so that we can provide
the right level of service tailored to match demand. This often
brings us to underserved regions such as South America
where demand has long remained high, but we find ourselves
providing systems all over the planet.”
In such underserved environments, affordability becomes
critical. Solving the digital divide is as much about economic
realism as it is technical sophistication, which is ingrained in
Hughes strategy. “A key pillar of this business is possessing
the means to offer the most competitive price. Next year
Jupiter 3 will launch, with more than 500 gigabits of capacity
and speeds up to 100 Mbps down; but it takes the ground
segment to process that into true efficiencies, and produce a
fast, seamless service. Right now, we’re as closely vertically
integrated as we can be in that region, which gives us the
stability to pass on savings to our customers.”
Mahesh Uppal, Director of Com First India, and telecom
analyst suggests LEO broadband models are attractive to
establish because: “Satellite networks can be rolled out and
scaled up faster and more cost-effectively than terrestrial
ones, par ticularly when the goal is to connect large
populations in remote and inhospitable regions.”
The data behind the trend
Of course, these industry moves are well informed by market
research. Global tech market advisory firm ABI Research
16 of Marlink
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summarises the consensus in their ‘LEO Satellite
Constellations and Broadband Access Implications’
application analysis report. They have forecast that the
satellite broadband market will reach 3.5 million subscribers
by the end of 2021 and grow from there at a CAGR of eight
percent reaching 5.2 million users by 2026, generating
US$4.1 billion in service revenue.
“High throughput satellite (HTS) LEO systems can support
multi-Gbps speed per satellite,” explains Khin Sandi Lynn,
Industry Analyst at ABI Research, “enabling LEO broadband
services to support low latency services such as online
gaming and live video streaming.”
“The challenge of LEO-based broadband service is
currently the cost of terminals, which are relatively high
compared to existing satellite or terrestrial platforms. LEO
satellite operators need to find ways to lower the terminal
cost. Flexible packages and pricing could make the services
affordable for users in both developed and emerging markets.
While heavy subsidizing of hardware costs may be required
initially, the ability to boost adoption rates will help ecosystem
development and eventually lower the hardware cost,” Lynn
concludes.
At the higher end of demand, extremely high throughput
satellites (xHTS) are set to bring the future to consumer
broadband, particularly for rural customers and remote
industry. As Lynn described, emergent technologies such as
cloud computing, immersive technologies, expansive IoT, and
decentralised networks will make waves in the field of
demanding consumer applications and elite business
enterprise needs.
As the hype around these applications advances and
wanes during their development cycles and product launches,
it’s hard to say which will end up household names, and which
will resemble the fads of contemporary history, but they all
push the boundaries of latency and throughput requirements
in ways that terrestrial networks may not be able to keep up

with.
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“Applications such as video and low latency twoway data transfer share the same drivers which
are catalysing the adoption of more remote
operations. In fact, the kind of remote visual
inspections we have seen done increasingly by
drone or over video might even be possible by
direct satellite inspection as more and more low
Earth satellites join the fleet.”

“Current market conditions compounded by the
imposition of social distancing measures have led
to a unique crossroads that all offshore operators
must face. Less capacity for available staff,
increased costs, and the difficulty of transporting
people to and from remote sites are forcing them
to quickly adapt. ”
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The LEO last
mile
With LEO constellations coming into play in a
major way this year and next, low-cost fiber-like
connectivity is just a few short launches away
for people across the globe. However, for
professional and non-consumer applications,
fiber still has a major role to play in the last
mile.
Richard Jacklin, Director of Sales, ViaLite Communications
The term ‘last mile’ is typically used as a metaphor for
the final link distance to the user modem or equipment in a
telecommunications system. It is often considered the part
that can present the biggest bottleneck to the optimum
connection or data rate. Utilizing fiber connectivity in a low
Earth orbit (LEO) based satellite communications, groundbased system provides the same advantages that users have
benefitted from by moving the ‘last mile’ from coaxial copper
to fiber.
The LEO last mile
Signals can travel a long way in a LEO satellite
communications system. It could be 500km up into space,
then 500km back down to Earth before even the user terminal
or gateway is reached. In fact, it might even be a longer
distance if the signal is optically ‘hopped’ between one or
more satellites in orbit. Sorry to mix metric and imperial
measurements, but what happens back on Earth in the LEO
last mile?

Satellite providers are now busy launching LEO constellations.
Photo courtesy of ViaLite
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We have a number of satellite providers; OneWeb,
SpaceX, Amazon and Telesat now busy launching their
constellations and starting to see very promising results in
throughput-performance and capability. LEO services and
applications will range from 5G cellular backhaul, maritime
communications and broadband, remote consumer
broadband, and public safety networks to name just a few;
all based on the premise of ‘fiber like’ quality high speed
connection with low latency.
For consumers wanting to plug into a LEO-based service,
they are likely to get an integrated compact antenna and user
terminal with a performance typically ranging from 10Mbps
up to 100Mbps, with latency less than 30ms. For this
application, the last mile is pretty much non-existent, with
the user physically positioned next to the receiving apparatus.
For professional non-consumer applications such as
teleport gateways, public safety installations, and maritime,
the last mile can reveal itself more. These applications may
have a different characteristic to the consumer. The Ka or
Ku-band antenna may be separated some distance from the
modem or equipment room for environmental, technical,
security or commercial needs.
Positioning expensive modem components in an outside
location, subject to tough environmental conditions is not
always ideal for reliability, maintenance, or cyber-security
needs. So, we need to move the signals from the Ka or Kuband antenna the last mile to the modem, which could be in
another location like a remote building, down several floors
in a tower block, into a shielded secure-room, or under a
number of metal decks on a ship.
Bandwidth transport needs from the Ka or Ku-band dish
through to the modem may be 2.5GHz or even higher. Using
traditional coaxial cable at these bandwidths and frequencies
becomes more problematic as you increase distance, even
by just a few tens of meters. Digitizing this signal right at the
dish also comes with potential issues. At bandwidths 2.5GHz
or higher and a Hz-to-bit ratio of 20 or higher, it can be
www.satellite-evolution.com | May/June 2021
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Representation of LEO network and “Last Mile”

impractical and expensive to route hundreds of Gbps Ethernet
links for just one Ka / Ku-band link to the modem – not to
mention the potential packet conversion delays. We need a
solution that is fast, cost effective, removes multiple and heavy
coaxial cables, and ideally uses a lightweight medium.

and has a number of distinct advantages:

•
•

Using RF over fiber
Fiber optic cable is a great choice to replace coaxial cable

•

•

Fiber optic cable has advantages over coaxial cable
20
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It benefits from much lower losses which allows it to be
used for longer distances. This also means much lower
losses at higher frequencies and greater bandwidths.
Bandwidth and channel capacity can be scaled by x40
or even x80 times in single fiber core using multiplexing
technologies such as Dense Wave Division Multiplexing
(DWDM).
Fiber optic cables are thinner, lighter, and more immune
to environmental changes. As they do not conduct
electrical current, they are immune to electromagnetic
interference and can suppress high voltage surges like
lightning.
Fiber-based systems offer greater security and are more
difficult to intercept. Attempts to ‘tap-off’ light are
immediately noticeable and alert the users.

RF over Fiber (RFoF) can be used for full Ka / Ku
bandwidth links, utilizing standard single mode fiber
connectivity and extremely low conversion latency. Plus, it’s
already a very familiar solution to the satellite teleport
community of engineers!
Since its market introduction about 25 years ago, RFoF
has continued to be developed – largely tracking the satellite
communications industry – moving up from the Intermediate
Frequency (IF) links of 70/140MHz, into the common usage
of the 2GHz L-band as an IF, and now using higher
frequencies as an IF or even native transport.
Many of the older fleet of GEO satellites use transponder
bandwidths of 36MHz, while the LEO breed brings
transponders of 500MHz through to 2.5GHz or higher. This
increase in bandwidth demands a superior Dynamic Range
and a low Noise Figure from the RFoF link.
www.satellite-evolution.com | May/June 2021
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What else is important about the LEO last mile?
A LEO gateway is typically constructed of a cluster of moving
parabolic dishes or flat panel array (FPA) antenna connected
to an equipment shelter or room. This end location houses
the modems which may be immediately co-located or remote
by hundreds of meters, or indeed a mile!
It can also be said that there are plans for needing
hundreds of these gateways for LEO, so making a costeffective last mile solution which can scale up to the need of
the LEO gateway operators is paramount. The antenna will
also need to be carefully positioned to get a clear line of
sight through to the orbiting LEO satellite network, whilst
minimizing potential terrestrial interferers like cellular signals.
The antenna positioning for minimum interference and
shadowing will move it away from even a modest sized
building. Several LEO gateways may also need connecting
to a network Point of Presence (PoP), which again may
require an efficient last mile connection.
Solutions
ViaLite Communications produces a number of RFoF
products ideally suited to the LEO last mile, including:

•
•
•

L-Band HTS - Hyper Wide Dynamic Range (HWDR) RFoF
converters which are today already managing bandwidths
well in excess of 500MHz
Higher IF RFoF converters working up to 7GHz also
operating with class-leading spurious free dynamic range
Small form factor outdoor enclosures and even fully
integrated RFoF IP rated modules, to help clustered
antennas positioned outdoors


LEO ground segment using RF over fiber for “last mile” communications

“Many of the older fleet of GEO satellites use
transponder bandwidths of 36MHz, while the LEO
breed brings transponders of 500MHz through to
2.5GHz or higher.”

Photo courtesy Shutterstock
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Satellite communications in the
maritime industry – Why we must
bridge the gap now
Connectivity at sea has long been a pressing
need for shipowners across the world, served
by satellite for several decades now. While
around 75 percent of vessels are currently
connected, the waves of new technology
coming to market are making it more affordable
and more efficient than ever before.
Jens Ewerling, Product Manager, VSAT, Cobham SATCOM
The satellite communications industry is evolving at a
rapid pace. New developments in GEO, HEO, LEO and MEO
constellations are predicted to enable previously unattainable
high-speed communications for many sectors and businesses
worldwide. The continued development and augmenting of
well-populated GEO networks, like Inmarsat GX, Intelsat
EpicNG, SES Skala, new GEO initiatives like ViaSat-3 Ka-band
GEOs, and possible new LEO constellations like Telesat
Lightspeed or OneWeb are set to raise the benchmark for
high-speed internet connectivity.
Critical technology, like maritime VSAT antennas, are also
advancing, with Cobham SATCOM’s range of SAILOR and
Sea Tel antennas to facilitate access to, and flexibility for,
such connectivity when new constellations come
online. Taking all of this into consideration, we can say with
certainty that the next few years will be monumental for the
satellite communications industry and its end users.
In the shipping industry, such developments are set to
permit higher bandwidth and, in some cases, lower latency for
maritime applications. This would facilitate unparalleled levels
of connectivity out at sea and further shipping’s potential to
implement digital technologies.
The potential for sophisticated connectivity out at sea is
incredible, with current options ranging from Ka and Ku-bands
through to L-band with 4G. All offer the ability and flexibility
to improve communications and harvest data to improve
voyage operations. However, while around 75 percent of
vessels have some kind of Internet access, the breadth
between levels of connectivity out at sea is staggering. Until
a ‘minimum acceptability’ for satellite communications access
at sea is established, this looks set to further increase.
How do we bridge the gap between the differing levels of
connectivity out at sea and encourage investment?
This is especially important following the outset of the global
pandemic and ensuing crew change crisis, which saw many
crews stranded out at sea for months without consistent and
reliable connectivity. While the Maritime Labour Convention
recommends that reasonable access to ship-to-shore
telephone communications, messaging and Internet facilities
22
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should be available to seafarers, many often go months
without speaking to family because of poor connectivity.
Most recently, the seafarer charity, the Mission to
Seafarers, released its yearly Seafarer Happiness Index
report, which showed that despite an increase in investment
and subsequent access to connectivity out at sea, there was
still scope for improvement. With the report summarising that
there remain ‘too many seafarers who do not benefit from
good, affordable and high-quality connectivity.’
To a degree, this shows how the impact of COVID-19 has
prompted a change in perception in relation to the value
placed on connectivity at sea, highlighting the important
relationship between access to reliable connectivity and
seafarer wellbeing. However, the report also reflects the
inconsistency in the level of connectivity currently made
available by ship owners and operators.
Looking to the future, the expectations of the industry
are therefore evolving - heightened by digital transformation
in other sectors. The two prominent trends are increased calls
from seafarers to be able to access connectivity at all times,
and often on multiple devices. While, at the same time, access
to real time data to measure vessel performance is
increasingly also a priority – enabling ship owners to identify
and address any challenges before they become critical.
What would motivate ship owners, operators, and
managers to invest more in Internet connectivity at sea?
While the answer is not one that is simple, it can be viewed

Jens Ewerling, Product Manager, VSAT, Cobham SATCOM
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as fundamentally requiring a two-pronged approach.
At present, maritime satellite communication providers
offer a diverse and flexible array of packages. However, the
uptake of higher bandwidth packages is not at the level it
should be to capitalise on the benefits that stem from greater
digitalization. Those benefits are increased operational
efficiencies, enhanced safety, and greater crew wellbeing, to
name a few.
However, if the demand from ship owners and operators
is not there, then maritime satellite service providers are less
likely to increase the variety of packages they offer at this
level of bandwidth. For example, currently the budget for
satcoms on commercial vessels is typically under one percent
of the operating expenditure. This indicates that satcoms is
viewed as less of an investment and more of a necessity,
with the more basic packages purchased to fulfil minimum
regulations.
Therefore, if we are to raise the benchmark for connectivity
in the commercial sector the overarching view of connectivity
at sea needs to be changed. While higher bandwidth and
more throughput would provide owners and operators with
the critical time needed to budget and lay the foundations to
implement future digitalization strategy, it is still not fully
realised as an investment opportunity.
For example, investing in greater connectivity could unlock
IoT applications, such as land-based monitoring of on-board
machinery, tank levels and digital training, video conferencing
with onshore teams and greater data sharing and analysis,
in turn offering greater means to streamline operations,
improve business efficiencies and reduce the need for
onboard visits.
Likewise, significantly higher bandwidth packages would
provide seafarers with enough bandwidth to connect with
family and friends, via applications such as video
conferencing, without having to immediately invest in an
expensive high-speed subscription across their fleet. The
uptake of solutions to provide high performing internet
connectivity out at sea is crucial if we are to raise the bar for
seafarer wellbeing and enable ship owners and operators

remain competitive as prospective employers.
Supply and demand
We must ensure all owners and operators are enabled to
improve connectivity onboard and educated as to the shortand long-term benefits, not only to modernise operations but
to improve conditions for those living onboard. The evolution
of an industry must therefore be enacted by all stakeholders
if significant change is to happen.
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NGMN 6G drivers &
vision
The Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance, an
operator-driven organization collaborating on the future of
mobile communication, recently released a White Paper ‘NGMN
6G Drivers & Vision’ highlighting the drivers, challenges, and
goals across the ecosystem. NGMN has a track record in
substantially impacting 4G and 5G development and is best
positioned to provide relevant and timely guidance to the whole
ecosystem throughout the 6G development cycle. Éric
Hardouin, NGMN Operator Member and VP, Ambient
Connectivity Research at Orange, discusses the paper’s
conclusions.
Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor,
Satellite Evolution Group
Question: NGMN released a white
paper outlining the emergent
realities experts expect from 6G
rollout. Could you summarize the
study for us?
Eric Hardouin: This is an initial step
from NGMN, providing vision, guidance,
and drivers. At the moment, it’s about
introducing motivations to drive 6G as
well as what we need to be cautious of
while we have the benefit of forethought.
The first main point is meeting
societal goals, par ticularly those
identified by the United Nations
regarding
their
sustainable
development goals (SDGs), as well as
those of industry at large, such as

security resilience and market
expectations.
Operational necessities are also
vital, ensuring 6G will be efficient in
ter ms of cost and development
framework. Today, each standardization
body has its own responsibilities and
criteria, which is perfectly natural, but
we need to ensure future technologies
are developed across different
organizations with a holistic and global
vision, while ensuring end-to-end
efficiency, resilience, and security.
At last, we think it is important to
establish and maintain a dialogue with
representatives of the society at large,
including citizens, enterprises and
administrations all along the 6G
development. It’s not clear how we can
work towards that yet but knowing how
to create effective gains for the society
will serve us well down the line. 6G has
the potential to benefit all of us in terms
of education, enter tainment, and
business, and we mustn’t lose sight of
that vision of 6G as a public good.
Question: What new capabilities
could 6G enable for our world? What
are your more extravagant
predictions for what the technology
could make possible?
Eric Hardouin: This paper certainly
mentions these kinds of conversations,
but it does not intend to predict future
use cases or the technology enablers.
This will be the subject of future works
within NGMN, though I’d be happy to
offer independent conjecture as an
expert.
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Éric Hardouin, NGMN Operator Member
and VP, Ambient Connectivity Research
at Orange

The paper mentions the future of
immersive communications and
augmented reality (AR) which we can
expect to gain momentum in the 5G era,
which 6G will perpetuate in terms of
expanding data rate and lowering
latency. The same applies to IoT and
digital twinning, modelling virtualization
on a macro-scale, allowing for more
efficient city management or industrial
operation.
To expand, NGMN thinks that there
is lots of progress to be made around
the field of data automation handling the
upkeep of networks, providing
unprecedented visibility in equipment
monitoring and data gathering. AI can
read and even respond to issues it sees
in those fields faster and more
per vasively than a human could,
perhaps even predicting and preempting them.
6G will be a massive area for
automation in software. Perhaps a
historical turning point moment.
Question: What are the central
societal requirements 6G attempts to
address, and what challenges do you
see associated with its development
and integration?
Eric Hardouin: As I mentioned, the UN
SDG provide a vital starting point.
Naturally, environmental sustainability
comes first, but we also must prioritize
the eradication of poverty and the
expansion of education. In a more
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Photos courtesy NGMN

general sense, we must take into
account resiliency, availability,
accessibility, safety, and privacy.
Networks have assumed a ver y
centralized role in societies and the lives
of individuals and will only become
more critical in the future, so we must
recognize their importance with the
utmost sobriety.
Question: With 5G actively rolling out
and many experts suggesting its
profit drivers lie primarily in industry
and high-end enterprise, how do you
think consumer applications will
expand to monetize the networks?
Will 6G follow suit, or is there a limit
to how much speed and coverage an
individual consumer or household
needs?
Eric Hardouin: This is directly
addressed in the scope of the paper.
NGMN expects 6G to push the envelope
of performance and open the door to
new applications, many of them
industrial, but some firmly consumer.
Immersive communications will be quite
relevant in the consumer market and is
already expected to significantly
improve during the 5G era.
Another theme emerging is an
increased air of globalization across
terrestrial and orbital coverage to
connect the unconnected world and
bridge the digital divide, while also
bringing everything and everyone closer
through those connections.
The question of monetization
continues to accrue discourse with
regard to 5G, so it’s certainly still
conceptual. What we know is that a
huge goal of 5G was to expand 4G
capacity to keep up with rising capacity
demand. According to Orange, in 2020
alone mobile traffic increased by 50
percent. The move to 6G will likely follow
on from that demand.
In terms of a hypothetical limit to
26
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how much data a consumer needs, that
can cer tainly be quantified today,
though with enter prising new
applications on the way, it’s a moving
target. I have an anecdote from a
colleague who worked during the 3G
development era who was asked by a
telecom engineer what anyone could
possibly require a 2Mbps connection
for, and about two decades later people
are expecting something closer to
40Mbps.
There are simply too many new
consumer technologies in production to
say definitively what a person 5 years
from now would consider ‘satisfactory.’
NGMN is most interested in what
technologies will be useful, meaningful
and profitable.
Question: With the vast capabilities
of quantum computing, which will
supposedly be commercially viable
in 2030, will 6G develop in order to
directly serve its requirements?
Eric Hardouin: We must make sure that
6G will be relevant to the market, but
also the tech industr y. We must
understand what the entire landscape
will look like outside of telecom that will
define future societies and services.
Quantum technologies aren’t covered
in the white paper, and I can say
conjecturally that I’m sceptical of how
much quantum computing technology
will be available on the market by 2030,
and of those products that will surface,
I doubt quantum computers will be one
of them. I’d sooner expect those by
2040.
That said, we’re talking about a
massive leap forwards in technical
sophistication here, which can’t be
ignored. Quantum computers will
enable new ways of breaching security,
making for a significant weapon in
cyberspaces. We must make sure today
that systems of the future are robust and
can stand up to quantum.
Encryption research being done
today is working hard to answer the
questions of how that can be done.
NGMN will certainly keep a sharp eye
on quantum technology, and if it turns
out the optimistic projections are true
and it arrives sooner than expected, we
mustn’t be caught off guard by it.
Question: What role does 6G have in
addressing environmental sustainability and urbanization in the era of
decarbonization?
Eric Hardouin: Decarbonization is a
major concern. As I’ve said it’s a strong

priority that must be taken responsibility
for. From inside our ICT industry, our
systems must be designed from the
ground up to deliver sustainability, of
which one critical dimension is energy
efficiency.
5G has already made some
excellent progress in these fields, but
there’s more work that can be done. We
need to pay attention to every step of
an industry that we can regarding endto-end environment impact, including
manufacturing, repairing, upscaling,
and recycling, to make the most of
operational life and resource
conservation.
Another dimension here comes from
thinking outside the box. With the use
of digital twinning vir tualization,
modelling large systems like cities,
supply chains, or waste collection
services can make it easier to analyse
how best to cut unnecessary costs and
perform in the most environmentally
responsible ways. We strongly think that
the progress of digital technologies is
par t of the solution for a more
sustainable world.
Question: Exciting as the future
steps of connectivity are, many
would say the utilitarian conversation
here is connecting underserved
communities rather than speeding
up connections that are already
faster than we need. How do new
innovations support the rollouts of 3
and 4G across underserved
communities?
Eric Hardouin: Areas of the world today
that are poorly connected or not
connected at all are extremely important
for network research to address. Simply
put, an unequally connected world isn’t
acceptable, from both a moral and
economical perspective.
The satellite connectivity offered by
LEO is already opening a few inroads
of how we can better accommodate
these goals, although there are still
open questions on the enabled capacity
and business cases. But making
existing terrestrial networks increasingly cost-effective is also a strong way
of moving forwards. That means
designing new products with affordability in mind, on the ground and in our
orbit.
From a business perspective, it’s
important to invest where the demand
exists and where the demand is
growing, so we will need to continue to
invest to expand the capacity in the
dense areas as well in the future.
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....Simplifying Satcoms

Satcom terminals integrated with the PIM. Photo courtesy Paradigm Communication Systems

The significance of satcom
simplification
Simplifying satcoms is a topic that we’ve heard
a lot about in recent years, with the need to get
satellite communications capabilities up and
running as quickly and easily as possible a key
driver in innovation.
Tom Farmer, Head of Marketing, Paradigm Communication
Systems
What do electric vehicles, modern methods of construction
and satellite terminals have in common? They’re different
sectors, use different distribution models and attract varying
levels of public interest but, they’re all testbeds for innovation.
Innovation that feeds directly into the evolution of our
infrastructures.
A means of achieving economic growth
Typically, we view innovation as a means to achieve economic
growth; as stimuli which, in conjunction with institutional
framework and sufficient finance, leads to progress. But for
progress to be meaningful, it must be sustainable. The role
of innovation therefore is not limited to growth of infrastructure
but includes its protection.
For those time-served in the satcom industry, it is well
understood to be a contributor to the protection of
infrastructure. Examples of this can be quite broad and visible,
from providing immediate communications capability for
NGOs coordinating disaster response efforts, to expanding
28
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the capabilities of border patrol units working across remote
terrains without consistent coverage from existing
telecommunication networks. Some are less visible and very
particular, such as special operational forces seeking military
level encryption in high danger zones or, the fall-back for a
political broadcast. In all cases, the efficacy of the technology
is the result of substantial innovation.
Key to realising the potential of this innovation in satcom,
as in any other field, is the ease and speed with which it can
be adopted. Gone are the days that saw satellite
communications reliant on a team of trained satcom
engineers with myriad tools and a continual presence. Quick
to deploy satellite terminals have become progressively
smaller and more portable, with higher throughputs and
energy efficiency. But the key to their increasing popularity
with military, government, NGOs, and commercial sectors
alike is the recent transformation in their ease of use.
Behind the scenes innovation
There’s an abundance of new projects targeting LEO and
MEO constellations, which promise alternative low latency
broadband Internet systems for the masses. But, whilst these
endeavours tend to be funded by consumer-facing brands
and attract a lot of media coverage as a result, there have
been significant strides in innovation behind the scenes, by
those operating in the established GEO space. The result is
technology that is sufficiently advanced that even though
today its use may not be as ubiquitous as the mobile phone,
it is as simple to use.
The prevalence of tool-free satellite terminals, which relies
on auto-acquire technology to control orientation axes,
removed the need for specialist equipment and personnel.
This capability has evolved further with the advent of
www.satellite-evolution.com | May/June 2021
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LED display and push button operation of the PIM. Photo courtesy Paradigm Communication Systems

integrated manual systems that offer an exceptionally intuitive
user interface. Examples such as the PIM © (Paradigm
Interface Module) offer a simple LED orientation display and
simple push button operation. The pointing process is as
simple as that found in a motorized, auto-acquire version but
also offers reduced cost, weight, and increased portability,
while often delivering a quicker speed to satellite acquisition.
This simplicity is important because, in the critical
conditions and extreme environments often faced by those
using satellite terminals in the field, equipment that is easy
to use reduces the risk of failure and increases confidence
levels of field operatives.
Freedom of choice
The innovation isn’t limited however to the design and function

SWARM - fast, field-ready comms using the PIM
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of a terminal’s interface. Alongside the ease of use for field
operatives, it is important that the organizations responsible
for the procurement of satellite communications equipment
have the freedom of choice necessar y to build a
communications ecosystem fit for their particular purposes.
The design of a module that incorporates all of the necessary,
specified components, from modem to router, alignment tool
and power distribution, provides flexibility. The ability to
integrate the module with a broad range of terminal types
means that those operating with different equipment, perhaps
across a range of locations, can maintain a common interface.
The benefit of this is familiarity. A common interface
requires substantially less training and significantly increases
operatives’ familiarity, once again reducing risk and ensuring
user-confidence.
This is an objective borne out recently in the UN’s
experience of adopting Paradigm’s PIM-powered terminals.
Their emergency response units require reliable backhaul
links that ensure stable communications over a suitable
bandwidth. Operating under pressure and in locations across
the globe, the facility for simple, common operability and peer
to peer coaching secured substantial cost savings and,
improved user confidence significantly, paving the way for
common standards across humanitarian responders.
This is some of the most advanced satcom technology in
the world, but you don’t have to be tech-savvy to use it. In
fact, you need only a very basic level of understanding, the
training for which can be delivered in less than 30 minutes.
Think of it as taking a new car for a test drive to familiarize
yourself with the steering, brakes, and dashboard controls;
or visiting an Apple store to compare the latest iOS operating
system with your existing Android.
Satellite communication’s continuing role in the protection
of infrastructure determines that the simplification of its use
is of paramount importance. As with electric vehicles and
modern methods of construction, the true innovations in this
field will be born of user-focused design and an insatiable
appetite for taking the world’s most advanced technology and

making it simple to use.
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Extraterrestrial litigation: What every
space operator should know about
potential disputes
With growing numbers of satellite operators
working with shrinking spectrum allocations,
disputes between entities are becoming
increasingly commonplace. Preparations must
be made to mitigate risk as and when disputes
arise.
Gunjan Sharma, Counsel, Volterra Fietta
Today, and unfortunately, every space operator must
prepare for the risk of a major dispute, even a bet-thecompany dispute. This includes satellite spectrum lessors,
satellite launchers and satellite operators and owners, among
others. In considering the risk of a space dispute, space
operators should keep in mind:
(a) The legal scope of their right to operate their business;
(b) The protections often given to foreign investments by
international treaties;
(c) Establishing pre-litigation and evidence-gathering
processes early;
(d) Assessing potential damages early; and
(e) The unique characteristics of public international law
applicable to space disputes.
The increasing importance of planning for space disputes
Disputes about space operations are increasing. The last
decade has seen many mega-sized space disputes. This
includes the Eutelsat-SES arbitration; the April 2021 decision
of the Court of Justice of the European Union on the European
Aviation Network; the more-than-a-billion-dollar claims
against the Republic of India and Antrix Corporation brought
by Devas Private Multimedia Private Ltd. and its shareholders;
the payment of US$9.7 billion to vacate space operators from
C-band spectrum in the United States; and Eutelsat’s claims
against Mexico arising from frequency reservations for
government use. Potential space disputes, such as between
SpaceX and Amazon, are often front-page news.
The current proliferation in space disputes is intimately
linked to at least two related circumstances. First, space and
terrestrial operators are now more often competitors with each
other. Technology has made it possible for space systems to
operate virtually seamlessly with terrestrial networks, allowing
for hybrid telecommunications systems. At the same time,
terrestrial operators are hankering for traditional space
spectrum bands like the C-band and S-band. Second, new
space companies are clamoring for orbits and spectrum for
planned operations, especially low Earth, and medium Earth
orbits (LEO and MEO). But the increase in traffic is bound to
cause these companies to step on each other’s toes.
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Given the foregoing, all space operators should be
prepared for a dispute, no matter how undesirable such a
dispute may be.
Do you have the right to operate or just an expectation?
A space operator should know and assess the scope of its
legal right to operate.
In virtually every major space dispute, a key issue is
whether the space operator has an accrued right to operate
its business or, conversely, only a reasonable expectation
that it will do so in the future. Speaking in the most general
terms, accrued rights tend to be better protected by law than
reasonable expectations. However, reasonable expectations
are also often protected by law.
A right or expectation to operate in space emerges from
the interaction of a series of regulatory and contractual
instruments. Commonly, these are:
(a) International coordination of frequency use or orbital slot
at the level of the International Telecommunication Union;
(b) Grant or license of spectrum and/or slot by a national
government; and
(c) Contractual rights to final use of the space capacity by
means, inter alia, of a spectrum lease or title to an asset
in orbit. A space operator should consider all of these
and other relevant instruments in assessing the scope of
its rights.
Moreover, different governing laws will or will not presume
that an established right to operate for a specific term will be
extended in the future. For example, some governing laws
will presume that a spectrum lease will be renewed, if a legal
www.satellite-evolution.com | May/June 2021
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claim arises. Others might limit claims to the period of the
current lease. Space operators should know whether their
rights are potentially limited by such principles of applicable
law.
Have you protected your investment through
international law?
A space operator and/or its shareholders should know
whether the operator’s business is protected by the terms of
international treaties called bilateral investment treaties
(BITs).
BITs guarantee certain vital international legal protections
to foreign investors making an investment in a host country
(such as full compensation if there is a nationalization). These
protections are often also extended to foreign shareholders
in a company operating in the host country. There are
thousands of such treaties in the world, protecting investors
in various different ways.
In addition to substantive legal protections, BITs often
give investors the right to sue host countries for breaches of
their international law protections in international arbitration.
For instance, the shareholders in the satellite company Devas
used two BITs to obtain awards of hundreds of millions of
dollars in their favour from India following the annulment of a
satellite contract. Similarly, Eutelsat has relied on such a treaty
to raise claims against Mexico.
BITs do not protect all foreign investors nor all forms of
investment. It is not enough to identify, only, that a treaty exists
between the space operator’s home country and the host
country. The treaty’s particular terms are key. Space operators
can also often, and quite appropriately, gain access to the

protection of a BIT by structuring an investment in particular
ways.
Experienced counsel will be able to help a space operator,
or its shareholders understand their potential rights under
BITs.
Are you prepared to collect evidence and find an amicable
solution?
Space operators should prepare for potential litigation by
establishing, today, the internal procedures they will deploy
if a potential dispute emerges later.
To start, judges and arbitrators like to see that a party
has engaged in good faith, pre-litigation negotiations. Such
good faith is shown, inter alia, by seeking technical solutions
to problems and, where and as necessary, invoking national
regulators and the ITU to resolve a problem. Space operators
should be prepared to take these pre-litigation steps, where
feasible.
In addition, a space operator should set out established
plans and procedures to collect evidence for use in disputes,
even before a potential dispute is foreseen.
In space disputes, the fundamental principle in evidence
collection and presentation can be summed up as follows:
Engineers make bad lawyers; and lawyers make bad
engineers.
First, engineers make bad lawyers. Left to their own
devices, some engineers will gather just enough evidence to
convince themselves of the rightness of their employer’s
position. But the evidence they gather may be insufficient to
support a case before a court or tribunal.
Second, lawyers make bad engineers. Judges and

Photo courtesy Donald Giannatti (via Unsplash)

“In space disputes, the fundamental principle in
evidence collection and presentation can be
summed up as follows: Engineers make bad
lawyers; and lawyers make bad engineers.”
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arbitrators need to be guided to understand the technological
bases for a space dispute. Hiring experienced space counsel
early, especially counsel with connections to top-class space
engineering experts, goes a long way to ensuring a space
operator’s case is presented accurately, cogently, and
concisely.
Finally, a word might be said about the strategy colloquially
called ‘name and shame.’ This strategy is advocated by some
in some space circles. It suggests that a space operator
should try to resolve a dispute by publicly protesting another
entity’s alleged actions in the media. However, litigating by
press release is often not a good idea. Advice should be
taken before engaging in this tactic. Many legal systems have
their own term for ‘naming and shaming,’ especially falsely or
without sufficient evidence. That term is defamation.
Are you able to establish your damages?
A prudent space operator will assess potential damages at
the earliest stages of a dispute.
The assessment of damages is always a highly factspecific and context-specific enterprise. The potential scope
of damages depends on circumstances of the dispute, the
governing law, the forum for the dispute and the space
operator’s rights and reasonable expectations.
In the author’s experience, there are four possible
measures of damages for complete loss of a space business.
These are, in order of ascending value (generally speaking):
(a) Sunk costs, i.e., prior expenditures made towards the
business (a measure of damages that does not provide
remedy for risk);
(b) Planned value, i.e., the value of the business as it
operated or was planned to operate;
(c) Permitted value, i.e., the value of the business if the space

operator used its legal rights and regulatory
authorizations to the greatest extent possible; and
(d) Optimal value, i.e., the value of the business based on
the optimal use of the spectrum and/or orbital slot using
the latest and best relevant technology. A space operator
should carefully consider what evidence it might require
establishing its entitlement to any of these measures of
damages.
Do you understand public international law?
Most space disputes will involve concepts from a lesserknown field of law, called public international law. Public
international law is the law governing relations between
countries and international organizations; it is important for
space disputes because the use of space is regulated at the
international level by the ITU’s Radio Regulations and various
other treaties.
The ITU’s processes can only be understood in terms of
public international law. For instance, the Radio Regulation
Board’s power to issue ‘recommendations’ is a reference to
a term of art established by public international law. So, too,
is the common refrain that Radio Regulations breaches do
not necessarily lead to damages but to the right to reciprocal
breach of the Radio Regulations by an innocent State. That
is the public international law concept of countermeasures
as remedy for treaty breach. Counsel experienced in public
international law is vital to address the interaction of these
concepts with the other legal aspects of a space dispute.
Conclusion: Plan early to mitigate risk
Ideally, space operators will resolve potential disputes before
litigation. Nonetheless, planning early can greatly increase a
space operator’s chances of success if a dispute,
unfortunately, arises.


Photo courtesy NASA (via Unsplash)
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Antenna
developments
Antennas play a vital role in the satellite sector,
transmitting and receiving satellite signals in
space and on the ground. With great leaps
forward in satellite technology, the ground
segment has been hard pushed to keep up
with the rate of development.
Amy Saunders, Editor, Satellite Evolution
Satellite antenna technology has matured hugely since
the launch of the first satellite back in the 1950s, moving
from bulky, high-powered, and not particularly efficient to
today’s sleek, energy-efficient, lightweight marvels of human
ingenuity.
While satellite antennas were once hugely expensive, the
huge influx of orbiting satellites that have appeared in our
skies over the decades has resulted in a much wider array of
manufacturers competing and pushing technologies to the
limit. Today, with a new wave of tens of thousands of low
Earth orbit (LEO) and medium Earth orbit (MEO) constellation
satellites upon us, ground segment antenna production has
gone into overdrive to match the rise in demand.
KVH leads the pack on maritime
Mobile technology innovator KVH Industries provides
connectivity solutions for commercial maritime, leisure
marine, and land mobile applications on vessels and vehicles.
The company has shipped more than 500 VSAT antennas in
the first three months of 2021, marking the second
consecutive record quarter for VSAT shipments.
Widely considered the market leader by units, as noted
in Euroconsult’s ‘Prospects for Maritime Satellite
Communications, 2021,’ KVH’s recent record VSAT shipments
come as the maritime industry is adopting digitalization as a
way to optimize operations, with many fleets and commercial
vessels migrating from slower legacy L-band satellite
communications systems to faster VSAT systems operating
on new high-throughput satellites (HTS).
The company recently added a fourth system to its awardwinning VSAT product line, the TracPhone V30. The ultracompact Ku-band VSAT antenna was designed to deliver data
speeds as fast as 6Mbps down/2Mbps up for leisure and
commercial boats. Measuring just 37cm diameter and
weighing 10.6kg, the TracPhone V30 is designed to provide
ease of installation and retrofit with a single power-data coax
cable, versus multiple cables, and to utilize DC power, a plus
for small boats with a limited power supply.
The antenna was engineered with a modem in the dome
to deliver outstanding reception with improved signal
efficiency, as well as high-performance tracking and
stabilization for fast boats and rough seas. A streamlined
below decks unit, called the VSAT-Hub, provides state-of-theart HTS modem connections, built-in Wi-Fi, data routing,
firewall security, and a VoIP adapter for phone calls. This
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combination of TracPhone V30’s small antenna size, easy
installation, and fast data speed makes Internet connectivity,
content streaming, and social media use possible on
sailboats, centre console boats, and recreational boats. In
addition, the TracPhone V30 is well-suited to commercial
vessels that don’t voyage globally, including fishing boats,
tugboats, and offshore service vessels. For leisure and
commercial vessels, the TracPhone V30 offers the
advantages of advanced satcom technology as a replacement
for legacy L-band systems that typically provide data speeds
of only 432Kbps.
C-COM reports growth amid pandemic chaos
While the pandemic has battered down many businesses,
long-time antenna manufacturer C-COM Satellite Systems
Inc. has reported great results amid difficult circumstances –
including significant year-on-year net income growth - and
technology advancements amid the chaos.
In September 2020, C-COM joined an international
consortium to develop next generation phased array antennas
for 5G cellular and satellite communications networks.
Formed under the Intergovernmental Canadian/European
EUREKA/PENTA program, the goal is to develop flexible and
scalable antenna modules and technologies for operation in
the upper 5G bands (Frequency Range 2) and in the high
frequency satellite V-band. The consortium combines broad
expertise from industry and academia covering a wide range
of technologies and all aspects of the project, which will span
the next three years.
Bringing together an ecosystem of par tners with
experience in RF ICs (radio frequency chips), RF systems,
chip packaging and PCBs (printed circuit boards), the HEFPA
consortium will develop its modules for use by system
integrators and product developers targeting consumer and
commercial markets using future 5G and SatCom products,
exploiting the benefits of higher frequencies and scalable,
flexible designs. These technologies are the key to improved
network capacity, significantly faster downloads, and
reductions in latency.
In another interesting story, C-COM has also proven itself

Image of the Kymeta u8 Terminal in Inuvik, Canada during
testing with Kepler LEO Satellites
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ThinSat 300 COTM Antenna. Photo courtesy ThinKom

a valuable partner in the pandemic response. American
retailer Walgreens is bringing mobile vaccine clinics to
Chicago to provide vaccines to underserved communities.
Naturally, on-site broadband connectivity is a necessity for
such an operation, and Walgreen has employed C-COM’s
iNetVu mobile antennas to access broadband-level
connectivity speeds. Walgreens has to date administered
more than 15 million COVID-19 vaccinations.
Most recently in May, C-COM announced that it had
successfully tested its electronically steerable Ka-band
phased array antenna over the Telesat Anik F3 satellite.
According to Bilal Awada, company CTO, the 1024-element
prototype antenna performed even better than expected, with
live video streams, Internet browsing, and a video conference
all achieved uninterrupted. C-COM can now move forward
with confidence and continue testing over several different
satellites to confirm interoperability of its new antenna design.
Ensuring interoperability with satellites is a key step before
the company dedicates additional resources to develop a
commercial product. The prototyping of a 4,000-element
antenna using the same building blocks used to build the
1,000-element antenna is in progress, as is the planning of
the commercialization phase of this new antenna.
Kymeta makes huge strides
A fairly recent addition to the satellite industry, Kymeta is
working to unlock the potential of broadband satellite
connectivity combined with cellular networks, to satisfy the
overwhelming demand for comms-on-the-move and making
mobile global. Its innovative flat panel antennas are built for
mobility and designed to meet the needs of global defence
agencies, government, first responders, and commercial
customers.
In November 2020, Kymeta u8 and Kymeta
Connect became available for government and commercial
purchase to satisfy the overwhelming demand for
communications on the move. With the introduction of the
Kymeta u8, the company has increased antenna throughput
and reduced the total cost of ownership. The Kymeta u8
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covers the full Ku-band and is designed to be LEO
upgradeable. The launch builds on the successful deployment
of its 2020 beta program to facilitate real-world testing, which
demonstrated throughputs of over 45Mbps in land mobile
environment with large scan-off angles of over 50 degrees, a
remarkable achievement for such a low power (<150w)
electronically steered antenna platform. The u8 was tested
in regions around the world including North America, APAC,
and Europe, in a variety of conditions confirming that the
product can be operated with confidence even under the most
trying scenarios.
Meanwhile, February saw the expansion and availability
of Kymeta u8, including the Kymeta u8 GOV terminal with an
embedded iDirect 950mp modem, and the u8 GO
transportable terminal. Kymeta u8 GOV terminals are
designed to meet the needs of government, military and
specialized commercial use and support.
The u8 GOV terminal includes a FIPS, 140-2 level 3
TRANSEC module and meets the demands of tactical users
in scenarios that require secure data, voice, and video
connectivity in highly mobile military, government, and other
rapid response applications. The terminal covers the full Kuband and is available as a turnkey terminal with a satellite
modem, cellular modem, and SD-WAN capabilities. It is
compliant with existing security requirements as defined by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Meanwhile, the u8 GO transportable terminals now come
in multiple configurations including ODU, Commercial and
GOV terminals, and enable safe transport with a hardened
and rugged shipping case for protection and provide a builtin vehicle mount to support easy communications on the
pause (COTP) and communications on-the-move (COTM).
This transportable configuration is easily manoeuvrable and
ideal for rapid deployments and has been tested against
military transportation standards including MIL-STD-810H,
Transit Drop, Transportation Shock, and Loose Cargo
Vibration. The u8 GO includes an outdoor AC/DC power
supply, supports communications on the pause (COTP) with
a 25-degree tilt mechanism, and can also be mounted on a
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vehicle for easy deployment in a multitude of use cases.
Later in March, Kymeta announced the successful
demonstration - in collaboration with Kepler - of the Kymeta
u8 Terminal with LEO satellite acquisition, tracking and
throughput measurements, during extreme cold weather
temperatures. In 2020, Kepler was selected for an extended
u8 beta trial to capture the extended Northern winter in Inuvik,
Canada. Frequent revisit times from the Kepler LEO satellites
combined with the local environment of unprotected cold
weather, snow, and ice provided a unique testing opportunity
for the latest Kymeta technology. Results have demonstrated
a significant increase in performance with lower latency,
enhanced look angles and speeds that are approaching 10X
faster than earlier products with higher throughput and total
data passed.
The u8 system is designed to work down to -40oC. During
testing, Kymeta and Kepler were able to update software
facilitating the testing of new algorithms in real time. Updates
included capabilities of on-board FPGA-based tracking
receivers, which allowed for usage of channels more than
two times larger than previous demonstrations. Testing results
exceeded expectations during these cold weather trials with
average uplink and downlink speeds of 100Mbps, providing
the ability to transfer more than 2Gb of data with each
pass. Initial testing was completed using linear polarization
on the u8 – in a future software upgrade the addition of circular
polarization support will lead to additional increases in data
transfer speeds.
Isotropic Systems
Relative newcomer Isotropic Systems is committed to
developing the world’s first multi-service, high-bandwidth, low
power, fully integrated range of high throughput terminals,
which are designed to support the satellite industry in their
expansion beyond traditional markets.
The company is now in the midst of its year of commercial
readiness. The UK-based deep tech firm is doubling its staff
from 55 to at least 110 and has opened a new technology
and testing centre near its headquarters in Reading. The
facility features state-of-the-art clean rooms, test chambers

Isotropic Systems is leveraging fundraising to accelerate the
development and delivery of its multi-beam antenna
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and 3D-printing capabilities aimed at accelerating the final
phase development and commercial deliver y of its
transformational multi-beam terminals by early 2022 – just
in time for the launch of new constellations. SpaceX and many
more like One Web, Amazon, Telesat, SES and Inmarsat are
developing and deploying new systems in LEO, MEO and
GEO over the next few years, and Isotropic Systems will have
the only multi-beam antenna capable of linking with all of
them.
The US Army and Air Force are currently evaluating
Isotropic Systems’ optical beamforming antenna to ultimately
enable frontline forces to access high-speed, real-time data
simultaneously over multiple commercial and military
satellites. The tests are taking place at the Harwell Science,
Technology and Innovation Campus near Oxford, UK and in
Florida. Milestone multi-orbit tests of the breakthrough low
profile, high throughput optical beamforming antenna will take
place this summer – as the terminal links simultaneously with
satellites in GEO and MEO orbits.
Isotropic Systems has signed a series of major
development contracts with the US military, European Space
Agency (ESA) and the UK Space Agency along with
investment deals with leading space companies, including
Boeing and SES. The company has most recently raised
US$40 million in its B funding round from specialized space
investors Orbital Ventures, the UK Government’s Future Fund
and existing investors Boeing HorizonX Global Ventures,
Space Angels and Firmament Ventures – enough to help
finance its game-changing multi-beam antennas to
commercial production. More investors are committing
additional funds, realizing the key role new age ground
infrastructure will play in unleashing the full potential of new
age constellations in meeting the world’s connectivity
challenges.
“Isotropic Systems has cracked the connectivity code with
our patented multi-beam antenna that can link to multiple
satellites simultaneously to open up a whole new world of
connectivity capabilities. A host of ambitious new satellite
constellations are being developed and deployed to solve
the world’s connectivity challenges, but without equally
innovative and capable ground infrastructure they will not
reach their full potential,” said John Finney, Isotropic Systems
CEO. “We’re poised to produce a new level of deep tech
ground infrastructure capable of unlocking unprecedented
connectivity for government and commercial markets,
including defense, maritime, aero and enterprise.”
An interesting anecdote, the Inspiration behind Isotropic
Systems multi-beam antenna is based on patented lens
technology that bends radio waves so that they can be tracked
without needing any moving parts to the antenna. CEO John
Finney was initially inspired by a Roman drinking glass – the
Lycurgus Cup from the 4th Century AD – which gives off a
red or green light depending on how the light is passing
through it. John Finney learned the Lycurgus Cup has tiny
particles of gold and silver within the glass – bending the
light to give it the appearance of different colours. While the
manufacturing process of the glass is still not clear centuries
later, Finney was inspired to see if radio waves could be bend
in a similar manner.
ThinKom
ThinKom Solutions, another leading antenna manufacturer
specializing in highly affordable, compact broadband multibeam antennas and products for aeronautical, vehicular, user
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terminal, gateway, satellite, and man-portable applications,
has also had a busy few months of late.
In January, ThinKom completed successful over-the-air
tests of a pair of 17-inch active diameter K/Q-band phasedarray antennas communicating through an Advanced
Extremely High Frequency (AEHF) satellite. The tests verified
that the antenna, based on ThinKom’s patented Variable
Inclination Continuous Transverse Stub (VICTS) architecture,
meets, or exceeds all performance metrics for operating
effectively with the frequency-hopping waveform of the AEHF
protected communications satellite network.
A broad range of uplink and downlink communication
plans and modes were tested on an operational K/Q-band
satellite, exercising full 1GHz and 2GHz ‘hopped’ bandwidths.
The VICTS antennas successfully acquired, tracked, logged
on and joined downlink and uplink services in all cases at
elevation angles from 24-73 degrees. The conformal flat-panel
VICTS phased-array antennas can be cavity mounted on a
variety of aero, naval, and land-mobile platforms.
Meanwhile, March saw the launch of a new variant of
ThinKom’s VICTS aero antennas enabling more flexible
installation choices and allowing for smaller distributed and
embedded phased-array applications. The new variant, which
targets government and military beyond-line-of-sight (BLOS)
satellite communication markets, integrates the VICTS
antenna, antenna control unit (ACU) and power-supply (PS)
electronics into a single low-profile, small-footprint package.
This eliminates the need for a separate line-replaceable unit
(LRU) for the ACU/PS. Further, the unique high-efficiency
and low-power characteristics of the VICTS phased array fully
eliminate the need for other bulky and power-consuming
LRUs, such as power-conditioning units, heat-exchanger
units, and external RF/power/cooling manifolds.
The antenna measures less than 9cm in total height, while
retaining the flight-proven, high-reliability design and product
features for which the VICTS antennas have become known.
An added benefit is enabling the transmit and receive
antennas to be co-located or alternatively mounted in
remotely separated platform locations, which maximizes
application flexibility in terms of packaging, weight balance
and other airframe and operational considerations. ThinKom
has begun limited low-rate production of the new VICTS
antenna product for a US Government customer. Initial units
are currently going through integration, with formal
qualification scheduled to start later in 2021.
Northrop Grumman advances AESA technology
Not a company that typically springs to mind when discussing
antennas, Nor throp Grumman offers a wide array of
aerospace, defence and cyberspace technologies including
advanced antenna designs for the applications of today and
the future.
At the end of 2020, Northrop Grumman moved into the
design phase of the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL)
Aether Spy next-generation multifunction radar program after
successfully completing the System Requirements Review
(SRR).
Aether Spy advances multifunction wideband digital Active
Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) technology based on
the advanced microelectronics created on the DARPA Arrays
on Commercial Timescales (ACT) program. It will develop
the next generation of integrated circuits that include
additional processing and key design features that enable
the DoD trusted microelectronics strategy. The advanced
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devices will be fabricated and integrated into an advanced
digital AESA to demonstrate a multifunction system capable
of simultaneously performing multiple sensing,
communication, and electronic warfare functions.
“We look forward to demonstrating how the advanced
digital AESA technology enables unmatched system agility
that will meet the challenging mission requirements of
advanced platfor ms,” said William Phillips, Director,
Multifunction Systems, Northrop Grumman. “The advanced
integrated circuits, digital AESA architecture and multifunction
software developed on Aether Spy will become foundational
building blocks for the next generation of multifunction radio
frequency (RF) systems supporting the future mission needs
of the DoD.”
Phasor emerges from shaky ground
Phasor has been a leading market player in the development
of electronically steerable antenna technology since its
establishment in 2005. Its R&D efforts have been focused on
the design and development of semiconductor-based next
generation satellite antennas for connectivity on land, in the
air, or at sea.
The company was reportedly doing great until last year,
when it entered into an insolvency process due to financial
difficulties coming from the implications of COVID-19. As a
result, in June 2020, Hanwha Systems acquired the business
and assets of Phasor to gear up for the future broadband
satellite Internet service market. Understandably, there’s been
little reported activity since last year, however, the latest news
from Phasor was the November 2020 announcement that it
has opened the ASIC Centre of Excellence on Cambridge
Science Park and will be looking to hire new talent to foster
innovation.


Northrop Grumman’s multifunction software will become foundational
building blocks for the next generation of multifunction radio frequency
(RF) systems
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If your focus is the global satellite industry - look
no further! The Satellite Evolution Group, a
division of DS Air Limited, is one of the leading
print and digital marketing platforms for the
industry. For over seventeen years we have served
the global satellite market with information key to
this evolving sector.
The portfolio including Satellite Evolution Asia,
Satellite Evolution EMEA, NewSpace
International, and Global Military Communications
covers the entire spectrum of the industry from
launch, ground segment and networks to space.
Enjoyed this issue of Satellite Evolution
Asia? Well hold on to your hats, because
there is much more to come!
Coming up in Satellite Evolution Asia July/August 2021
Small satellites
Big data
Hosted payloads
Teleports
Multimedia on the move
SNG
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